
...Dancing with Words!  
Before I tell you who said what's here as 
a title, I should explain that this Think-
sheet is a follow-up on #3264, "Alberto 
deMarco," a thumbnail of an undersung 
Religionslehrer (religion-teacher) in post-
WW2 Germany (& the best friend I ever 
had in Europe). People-threads make 
up the weave we call "history," & some 
threads are gold. 

Now, to take up the thread from #3264, 
here is the story. Loree took this photo 
of Al & me just before we three had what 
was for him the last supper in the U.S. 
(except for Ellis Island). Loree had cooked a duck dinner in an only slightly famili-
ar kitchen (in Chicago, 1946; '45-'46, our first year of marriage, Loree & I had to 
live seriatim in 11 places). As an ex-POW, he could never return to America. 

After dinner, as Loree was cleaning up (that not yet having become men's work), 
she heard Al & me in the livingroom having a riotous conversation. Afterwards, 
she said "You were dancing with words!" He was fluent ill German-Italian-French & 
spoke elegant British English (having two degrees from Engiisn colleges). We were 
both langube-lovers & did indeed enjoy word-play, playing with words--as in the 
much later movie, "Dance„s with Wolves," which was the name some Amerinds gave 
Kevin Costner when they bd w him playing with a wolf. (My 4-page Thinksheet theo-
logy-&-culture review of the film--my best even--shows its multicultural word-danc-
ing.) 

1 As evangelical Christians, Al & I had a numinous-sacramental expectation  about 
language: it was God's creation-instrument (Gn.1.3, "God said"; "not one thing in 
all creation was made without" the incarnate Word [Jn.1.3 TEVD, is God's instrument 
of presence & guidance (the last sentence in Mt.), & at the end of canon provides 
a lively & steadying hope (Rev.22.20 TEV: "I am coming soon!"). The bio-fact distin-
guishing our species from all others is the voicebox-cortex connection, providing 
a vastly greater phoneme/sememe connection than any other creature's. In our outer 
& inner lives, we can play/dance & pray/love & ponder/plan with words! 
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2 In a summer/47 letter to Al (then back in Germany), I had this comment on an 	M 0 M 
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essay in which I thought he'd overcredited the scientific method of knowledge-attain- 01- o 
ment: "As our Billy [a bit past 1/2 year old] is in a rather advanced stage of learn- 	i- 
ing to use his hands, so are you with your terms and ideas. There is still that 
freshness, that experimental curiosity, which gives the reader at times the feeling 
that words and thoughts have not yet become tools, are still toys. But this is en- 
couraging rather than disconcerting, for the young toyless will become the old toolless. 
And may God deliver us from toollessness when there is so much work to be done' 
Having a child and teaching languues [Hebrew & Greek] combine to sensitize me to 
the transition from audio-toys toatidio-tools. In both cases, where there is no fun 
there is no profit. Here God has given me an unanticipated opportunity to serve 
through wordplay. Students come to me in word-slavery, their words so much the 
masters of their ideas and so little a part of their thinking selves that prejudice sticks 
out all over on them. I use the biblical languages to pry the biblical ideas loose 
from the students' English words, and the biblical ideas loose from the devotional 
realities. The history of modern propaganda, religious as well as political, indicates 
that freedom from sin is impossible without freedom from words. I would not rob 
my students of their "gospel narrowness," but I would help them to obtain a broad 
narrowness, a breadth of sympathetic and appreciative understanding in combination 
with the 'Jesus-onlyl-ness of the gospel--rare combination, indeed'  More and 
more I am impressks) with the apostolic injunction, 'Speak the truth in love!'....The 
human communicative ideal...." 
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--->. realms of human concern bec e scientific, the new materia 	II 9 5 wn t di  

up in the processes wil correct thra-Mtortion. This sciadi 
plausible. My plea, howevey is that philosophers of science should 
not speak of that stage as7aiready accompli ed. 

Your frien< In Christ, 
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